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Earlier in the month I had the distinct pleasure of helping the EAA
chapter 91 with a pancake breakfast and Young Eagles fly-in. The
highlight of my day was taking
young people on a preflight inspection of an airplane before they
took their first airplane ride. It was
very rewarding to observe their
curiosity and enthusiasm, and later
the smiles on their faces when
they came back from their plane
ride. As I was doing this I also took
the time to speak with their parents as well as some scout leaders who were attending with their
troop, and a fifth grade school
teacher from a nearby school. All
this time I was wearing my KCRC
jacket and passing out KCRC
business cards. It was encouraging to note the interest in aviation
of all these folks. Naturally I talked
up KCRC and the fact that aeromodeling is a great activity for
young people. Ever the optimist in
these matters I am hoping that
there will be some response to my
efforts.
I have a couple of reasons for writing about this. As a youngster I
became interested in airplanes at

a very early age. My problem
was that I did not get much support from my family. Because of
that I did not get to experience
the pleasures of model building
and flying that others experienced. That’s why I’m so motivated to get young people involved in our hobby. No one
should have to spend a lifetime
to develop the skills I now have.
Also, when I look at the current
membership of KCRC I can’t
help but notice that we’re all mature adults. (That’s my nice way
of saying we’re a bunch of old
timers with more runway behind
us than in front of us). We need
young people to keep our club
and our hobby alive and well into
the future. So, I’m calling on all
of us to seek out and participate
in opportunities to get young
folks involved in aeromodeling.
Look around your local community for opportunities to talk up
KCRC and our hobby to kids and
their parents. You don’t have to
know someone to start a conversation. If I see a scout leader, or
a parent with a youngster of
(Continued on page 3)
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The April KCRC club meeting, held at the EAA Hanger at the Lee’s Summit Airport, was called to order by President Susan Calvin at
7:00 P.M. Other officers in attendance were Vice-President Gary Fisher, Treasurer Tom Safley and Secretary John Midgorden. There
were twenty-nine members present including two new members, John Ziefle and his grandson Steele Russell. There were two guests
from the Cub Scout program, Jennifer Moyer and Tom Valencic.
Minutes of the March club meeting were approved as published in the Contacts.
Officer’s Reports:
PRESIDENT
Susan announced that the September Warbird Fly In sanction from AMA has been received.
She also has received from AMA materials for the National Model Aviation Day scheduled for August 16, 2014. Money raised at this
event will go to support the Wounded Warriors project.
Susan asked Ed Baucom to summarize the Downtown Airport field trip of the past Saturday. Ed indicated that the group was small but
the tour of the tower was excellent as well as the Ṫ̄ WA Museum and the National Airline History Museum. Susan indicated that the NAHM
might want KCRC to have a static display of models again this year.
Susan inquired if there was any interest in visiting Robert Baslee’s airplane factory and Jet Model Products (Tom Cook’s company).
There was enough show of hands to encourage Susan to looking into scheduling such a trip.
Susan asked if there were any safety tips. Ed Baucom mentioned that electric aircraft can be dangerous when plugging in the battery,
especially if the throttle is not in the off position.
VICE-PRESIDENT
Gary had nothing to report.
TREASURER
Tom reported that the club has a sizable balance is its checking account. The major expenses of late were for the Lee’s Summit Parade
and flowers for Marvin’s brother’s memorial and KCRC member Gerry Dowell, who passed away recently.
Tom suggested that we ought to reimburse Gerry Dowell’s membership dues to his widow. A motion was made, seconded and passed
for Tom to refund Dowell’s 2014 club dues. Another motion was received to reimburse Ed for his out-of-pocket expense at the recent
airport tour for those who didn’t show. Motion passed.
Tom reviewed the Club’s three CD Savings accounts. He indicated that the Board has suggested taking $2,000 from the checking account and putting it in the smallest of the club’s three CDs. Tom moved and a second was received. Motion passed.
SECRETARY
John announced that the KCRC 2014 membership of paid and honorary members stands at 51. There are a number of active guys who
have not paid their dues for 2014. He also shared that the AMA Charter Certificate, good until March 31, 2015, is now in the secretary’s
file.
He also expressed his thanks to Marvin for all the work he does to keep the field in tip-top shape. He recently fixed up and painted the
startup stands and repainted and balanced the weather vane next to the runway. There was a round of applause for Marvin.
Susan asked for a vote to accept the Officer’s Reports. The vote was affirmative.
PARKS
Jim Cianciolo announced that tomorrow night is the annual Park Appreciation dinner. Invitations to this dinner are based on volunteer
hours submitted to the Park. Jim made another plea for KCRC guys who work at the field to fill out the volunteer form. Jim also received
a request from the new pylon race group for a race at the field on May 30th through June 2nd. Jim will notify Parks. He also indicated the
new race group would appreciate help from KCRC to run the contest.
AMA DISTRICT VI
Other than a board meeting at the Toledo Show, Jim indicated there was nothing of significance to report District VI-wise.
OLD BUSINESS:
Susan handed out Certificates to several members for their participation in recent club events.
NEW BUSINESS:
Susan introduced guests Tom Valencic and Jennifer Moyer who extended an invitation to KCRC to put on a program at their big Cub
Scout camp on June 17th. They invited KCRC to display aircraft and possibly to do some flying demonstrations of small electric models.Tom and Jennifer would like to get cub scouts interested in model aircraft. Their camp is held at the Platt County fair grounds. There
seemed to be enough interest in this invitation to work on organizing a KCRC group to participate.
Duane Hulen indicated the need to roll the field’s grass runway as well as the rest of the grass area. Via motion he was given approval to
rent a roller to do the work.
It was mentioned that the Park Rangers were checking permits this past week. Remember if you don’t have a Park pass you could face a
fine of up to $100.
Duane Hulen announced that following the May Club Meeting at field there would be a night fly in. So, bring your night flyers to light up
the sky.
PROGRAM
There were nine winter projects displayed at the end of the meeting and each person was given time to explain their project. Because of
the QB dinner in the hanger some guys were unable to get their big models in to the meeting room. All in all, it was an interesting and
informative Show and Tell.
Respectively submitted,
John Midgorden, Secretary
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Jan 1
Max Klotz Icicle Fly-in
Jan 18 Member Appreciation Dinner
Feb 8
Swap-n-Shop
Apr 12 KCI Control Tower Tour
May 24 Club Day
June 7 / 8 Control Line Combat
June 21 Club Day
July 26 3-D Fly-In
July 18 Club Day
July 26 3D Poker Run Fly-In
Aug 16 Club Day Fun Fly / National
Model Aviation Day
Sept 6 Warbird Fly-In

appropriate age I just say “Hi” and offer a card or brochure with an
invitation to visit with us at the field. We have a good supply of business cards and brochures to pass out. Keep some on hand in your car,
or the pockets of your coat, or your billfold. That way you’ll be prepared
when you meet people during your daily activities. Although not everyone will respond, it’s a sure bet that if we do nothing, that’s exactly
what will happen. The important thing is to make the effort. And consider helping with an EAA event at the airport. You’ll have fun, meet lots
of young people as well as some full scale aviators, get to hang around
some big planes and promote KCRC.
Taking a step down from my soap box, there are some other items to
talk about which relate to promoting our hobby and KCRC. On 11 June
we are invited to a Cub Scout event up near MCI. This will permit us to
reach out to hundreds of young folks, and their parents. On 21 June we
are invited to an open house at the Lee’s Summit Airport. Each of
these events will give us the opportunity to show the public what we’re
all about. And we will be able to recruit new members. These are
things we really need to do for the good of our club and I trust all of you
will step up and participate. This will give each of us a chance to show
off those new planes we built over the winter. All of this will be discussed at our May meeting. One final thing is that we have scheduled
a field trip to Aerodrome Airplanes on 7 June at 1000 hrs. (10:00 AM).
Unfortunately we were unable to set up a field trip to Jet Model Products. Tom Cook has moved into a new facility at his home and is not
able to accommodate groups. Tom will, of course, still attend our flyins. Stand-by for follow-up emails for more details on these events.
And please plan to participate.

Susan

Please contact Dan Olson if you would like to purchase any of the following:
HATS: Navy, one size…….……………...$10.00 each
T-Shirts: club standard, Med., LG, XL….$14.00 each
Discontinued (sale) 2X, 3X, 4X .…..$7.00 each
Polo Shirts: Med. Only…..…...……..…...25.00 each
Hooded Sweatshirt: Navy, LG, XL….....$34.00 each
2X………...….$36.00 each
Satin Baseball Jacket (old style, discontinued)
SALE LG....$40.00 each
Windbreaker Jacket: Navy, LG, XL.… ..$30.00 each
2X….……... $32.00 each
Small Logo patch…………………………...$2.00 each
Large Logo patch……………………….…..$7.50 each
Rectangular KCRC patch………………….$2.00 each
Decal Sheet (9 KCRC decals / sheet) …$10.00 sht.
Battery Test Meter
………… .$12.00 each

You’ll find that when you get your 2014 JCPR
R/C park permit that those have remained
steady at $25.00 per year. Park permits, this
time of year, may be obtained at the Lake Jacomo JCPR Admin Bldg. (816-503-8888) , Monday
thru Friday, or Longview Lake Marina (816-9660131) 7-days a week, 7:00 am—1:00 pm.
R/C Permits are available on January 3rd for the
current year. Remember to take your AMA card
because JCPR requires proof of AMA coverage.

Contacts is a monthly publication of Kansas City Radio Control Assoc.
(KCRC).
Contributions to this publication are encouraged from all KCRC members.
Please send all articles, announcements, “For Sale” items, etc. to the Editor
for consideration. Publication of member submissions are subject to the
Editors discretion.

By Susan Calvin
The other day I got an email about someone who was playing a round of golf somewhere in the
South, probably Florida, Georgia, or Alabama. They were using a very expensive golf ball and not
playing very well. As luck would have it, their last shot ended up in a water hazard. Not wanting to
lose their expensive new golf ball they reached into the water to retrieve it. What happened next
was shocking, and gruesome, almost beyond imagination. It seems that a rather large alligator had
taken up residence in that water hazard and took extreme exception to someone treading in its territory. The pictures of the subsequent events left nothing to the imagination. The golfer was immediately separated from his arm, right up to the shoulder. The ‘gator swallowed the arm whole with
barely any chewing marks on the skin. The pictures went on to show the captured ‘gator being cut
open and the arm being removed, whole. It was not mentioned whether the arm was ever reattached, or if any such attempt was even considered. One can only hope such surgery was even
possible.
The reason I’m relating this incident is that we routinely operate around something that’s essentially
the aviation equivalent of a large, angry ‘gator. That would be the propeller on our planes. Years
ago, when we were still flying control line our engines and propellers were smaller and less powerful. Now we use much larger, more powerful engines with much larger props. The type of danger is
the same, but the degree of danger is greatly increased. And, while we probably would not lose a
whole arm to a propeller, the loss of fingers or entire hands would be just as life changing. Another
thing to consider is that encounters with props are just like encounters with ‘gators, they happen
without warning, and with amazing swiftness.
It may seem a bit redundant to be talking about props, but every year people who should know better still end up being injured by them. It’s almost a seasonal thing, like trees budding or flowers
blooming. Any safety specialist can tell you that accidents tend to follow patterns. Winter brings an
increase in snow related accidents and survival situations, summer brings accidents related to heat
exhaustion, or the use of power tools, and spring brings an increase in home maintenance accidents, and propeller encounters. The repeatable characteristics of accidents are the sort of thing
that keeps safety officers in business. The reason I’m bringing this up is that we’re in that season
where we start spending more time flying after the inactivity of winter. It will take time to get accustomed to being around running engines and turning props. So, this is the time for me to encourage
all of us to take our time getting re-familiar with our equipment. It takes time to develop the habit
patterns necessary for safe operations. Give yourself that time, and avoid that “gator” attached to
the front of your airplane.
Now, to lighten things up a bit, there was a safety tip at the April meeting related to batteries. Specifically, the tip had to do with battery polarity. Apparently, despite manufacturers’ attempts to make
things Murphy proof, it is sometimes possible to reverse the polarity when charging some batteries.
This seems to be more a maintenance issue, but may relate to safety if we damage a battery and
then put it into a plane. Now that we’re flying more it seems a good thing to be careful about the
equipment we put into the air. It’s never a good thing to have a flight prematurely terminated due to
equipment failure. So, take a little time to carefully inspect your planes, radios and other components before charging off into the wild blue. That effort now will help assure more time enjoying this
great hobby we all share.

Susan

Above: Jimmy C. talking about his Dad’s model that is being
donated to the AMA Museum.

John Cianciolo
showing off his new
plane

John Midgorden with
F4U Corsair

Check out our Facebook page: Kansas City Radio Control Association

